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In early 2015, areas in the  
North of England suffered severe 
storms, with hailstones the size 
of golfballs causing thousands of 
pounds worth of damage to homes 
and cars.

Due to the severity of the storm 
there was a real risk that hundreds of 
customers could suffer serious vehicle damage which could potentially 
leave them inconvenienced for significant periods of time.

Surge plan turns severe weather event 
into a storm in a teacup

 
 
This was the 1st time this  
had ever happened to me  
and I had no complaints 
whatsoever. The repairs were 
absolutely fab, really good.  
And when I went to collect my 
vehicle I asked how they (the 
PDR team) had managed to 
repair my vehicle so I got  
given a tour of the bodyshop 
and got to meet all the team 
and shown how they did it – I 
was well impressed – that was 
great service. 

Mrs P 

www.coveainsurance.co.uk

Case Study - Hail Storm

When a storm hit...

State of the art weather forecasting technology meant we were able to quickly 
identify the affected areas. Our Motor Engineers team immediately contacted  
our entire approved repairer network to alert them that there could soon be  
a massive surge in work load, ensuring that when the claims started coming in,  
we would all be ready.  As we were expecting a sudden influx of calls, we  
deployed our surge plan ensuring that none of our customers would be  
inconvenienced when trying to report 
their claims.

Using their experience of previous incidents of this nature, our engineers 
were able to draw on their close relationships with the repair networks 
to proactively source a solution. The Group Manager at Baldwins Group 
demonstarted great support by putting us in contact with experienced 
storm repair experts that had been involved in similar extreme weather 
events around the world. 

“

“
We leapt into action...
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The experts developed skills to complete paintless repairs to  
vehicles. This technique, using specialist equipment, allows them 
to repair dents where previously the vehicle would have panels replaced,  
or filled and painted. 

The traditional repair and paint process would have taken significantly 
longer for each vehicle, incurring much greater costs.

 
 
I was supposed to be going 
in for an estimate but they 
managed to fit my vehicle in 
and went ahead with repairs 
the same day.
You (Covéa Insurance) were 
brilliant once my broker put 
me onto you – they did not 
seem to know what to do for 
me but once I spoke to your 
staff everything went  
well – the repairs are very 
good – amazing under the 
circumstances.

Mrs E     

What did the storm experts do...

As predicted, we saw a large influx 
of claims being reported. On the day 
following the storms we had 30 vehicle 
damage claims reported by lunchtime. 
This number doubled by the close of 
business.

The majority of customers wanted 
to use our repairer service, with 50 

vehicles being assigned to Jennings Gateshead alone.

Our Engineers department collaborated with each of the affected 
repairers, implementing a process that had previously worked  
extremely well. We were able to source space within each of the  
repairer workshops so that the storm damage experts could begin work 
without delay. At the same time, our claims team contacted each of 
our customers who were affected to fully apprise them of how their 
claim was being handled and the timescales for repairs. 

“

“

What happened next?

We’ve received some incredibly positive feedback from our hands-on, 
proactive approach and are pleased it had the desired outcome for our 
customers as well as providing us with a great framework for improved 
customer service if similar conditions arise in future.

The end result?

When asked if the time taken 
to deal with the claim and  
vehicle repairs exceeded  
expectations,  Mrs Kent replied..

Yes – definitely and my  
Mother’s car as well!! After her 
insurance company dragged 
their heels over repairs your 
garage offered to take on her 
claim and vehicle with the 
insurer concerned and both 
our vehicles were repaired 
at the same time – collected 
from home and delivered back 
on the same day – brilliant 
service.

Mrs K 

“

“


